I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of Hi@ Energy physics, the large bulk of data and high frequency of events, requires an enonnous effort in developing hardware to record the data, involving many different collaborators spread around the world, each building their piece of the detector according to the design. Far instance, roughly 60 different types of boards, numbering in total perhaps 1000, will be used in 150 VIPA crates in the fmal CDF Data Acquisition system. However, it is a rare piece of complex hardware which requires no software to see if it works; thus, software is typically developed along with the hardware for testing purposes.
More often than;not, the result is many pieces of test code developed on incompatible platfoms which only function when driven by the hardware developers who wrote them. These developers have invested much time in investigating software, rather than the actual hardware they are trying to bring up, which is unpalatable considering the level of importance placed on schedules in.the High Energy physics world. Finally, there is no chance for integration with other bits of code for system level tests without a lot of rewriting and re-debugging.
The CDFVME framework was created with the goal of avoiding such chaos by making it easy to wite and debug potentially complicated diagnostic code, using Java to eliminate platform dependence, and a common interface for easy integration of separately developed hardware. The use of one common framework, with aspects in common with the CDF frnal run control, consolidates expertise, such that software related problems can be solved by experts who know nothing about tbe hardware involved. The common GUI interface and common tools give users a familiar interface to all boards, whether they developed them or not.
Over the last year, the CDFVME framework has been used in developing board support packages for essentially all VME hardware development for CDF. Most prototype hardware has become finalized, and CDFVME code is being-used to write checkout tests for production quantities of boards. It is also the basis of a "Toy Run Control" to provide a smooth transition from test stand software to full run control software.
XI. CDFVME INFRASTRUCTURE
The hardware architecture is a collection of VME crates with custom built VME boards that collect data from the CDF detector. CDFVME matches with a distributed software architecture which contains a Java client mnning on Unix or Windows NT and servers on Motorola 68K and PPC front end processors ("servers") in the crates running the VxWorks real-time kernel. The transport layer is using in-house CORBA Figure 1 . In general, the Java client instantiates objects (crate and board objects) dynamically according to configuration fiies specifying the node names of the front end seruers and the board types in the particuh slots. The transport layer dynamically loads server code and creates remote objects mirroring the client objects. Thus the client code is able to transparently manipulate the bardww though its local references which are connected to VME backplane access code through the server implementation of the CORBA methods.
A. Client Side Code
The client side of CDFVME is written in pure Java, which has several advantages. Packages using CDFVME have been developed and can function on any combination of Linux, Irix, and Windows NT platforms.
As an object oriented (00) language rri. CDFVME SOFTWAW STRUCTURE
The CDFVME framework contains three packages; CDFVME-COMMON, which encompasses software elements common to all board developers, CDFVME-TEMPLATE, a working example and template for coding sohare for a particular type of board, and CDFVME-TESTSTAND, a working example of incorporating many board types into a test stand. .......................................................................................... Figure 3 is an example of a board display.
A. CDFVME-COMMON
Other than the board implementations, the board support package is the place to put other specific board code, such as tests and calibration classes that use the board. The package then gets propagated as a product that other people can use simply by pointing their classpath at the location of the code.
. Figure 3 . Board Display. The board specific details are encapsulated within a standard frame, which includes navigation between boards and transferal of t h e state between the GUI, hardware, and static storage. 
C. CDFVME-TESTSTAND

IV. SUMMARY
The scale and campIexity of hardware development, in high energy physics, involving many people working independently on pieces of the system, requires a flexible software interface that is not overly complex, can run on multiple platforms, and makes it easy to combine pieces as the DAQ system comes together. The CDFVME framework satisfies these requirements, giving a coherent , platfam for developers and users to create and combine somare to test the hardware from the first probing of registers until final integration at the detector.
